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A B S T R A C T   

Alkali-activated foams (AAFs) present one of the most promising materials for use in the construction sector. 
Their main advantages lie in their utilization of waste material and their ability to form at temperatures well 
below 100 ◦C, while still competing in performance with foamed glass or ceramics. The present body of research 
has focused on improving the thermal stability of fly-ash foams by i) adding metakaolin, and ii) changing the 
activator from sodium-based to potassium-based components. It has been confirmed that a certain increase in 
thermal resistance is achieved through the addition of metakaolin while changing activators played a crucial 
role. While sodium-based AAFs without metakaolin start to shrink at approximately 600 ◦C, samples that have 
had metakaolin added start to shrink at approximately 700 ◦C. Samples without metakaolin that have used a 
potassium activator start to shrink at approximately 800 ◦C, whereas potassium-based samples with the addition 
of metakaolin start to shrink at approximately 900 ◦C.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, there is a growing concern about the vast amounts of 
energy consumption and environmental pollution, what calls for some 
urgent actions [1]. Construction sector has been recognised as one of the 
field which contribute the most to the global warming [2]. Alkali acti-
vated materials (AAMs) have thus received significant attention, as they 
represent promising alternatives to building materials and ceramics. 
AAMs are aluminosilicate-based binders with the ability to harden at 
low temperatures (below 80 ◦C) in a relatively short time (less than 48 h) 
[3]. They are derived (i) through the reaction of a solid amorphous 
aluminosilicate powder (precursor) with a liquid alkali metal source 
(activator) [4] or (ii) by the addition of water to the dry mixture of solid 
precursor and activator, which is also solidified (also called one-part 
AAMs) [5]. A wide range of precursors are suitable for the production 
of AAMs, including metakaolin, fly-ash, clays, various slags, wools, ce-
ramics, and other waste materials [6–13]. Metakaolin (MK) and fly-ash 
(FA) are two of the most common materials used for the manufacture of 
AAMs. MK-based AAMs can exhibit good mechanical properties at an 
early age but are prone to cracking and strength degradation when 
exposed to elevated temperatures [14]. FA-based AAMs, however, 
exhibit lower initial strength compared to MK-based AAMs but exhibit 

better performance at high temperatures, due to a large number of small 
pores that facilitate the escape of moisture when heated, thus causing 
minimal damage to the AAM matrix. The increase in strength is also 
partially ascribed to the sintering process of un-reacted fly-ash particles 
[15]. Due to the diversity of suitable precursors, AAMs could be 
designed to have superior properties compared to conventional binders 
[16], and when waste material is used as a precursor/activator and a 
low-temperature process is adopted a reduction in the CO2 footprint of 
the process can also be achieved, especially when one-part AAMs are 
produced [17]. 

AAMs are being considered for numerous products which can be 
obtained from the alkali activation process (such as paving stones, 
blocks, curbs, slabs, partitions, refractory materials, materials for spe-
cific industrial applications, and so on), and they could replace tradi-
tional construction products. Among them, alkali-activated foams 
(AAFs) present one of the most promising materials, finding applications 
as adsorbents, catalysts, bone scaffold materials, filtration membranes, 
and thermal/acoustic insulators [18,19]. A further advantage is that 
they can be formed at temperatures well below 100 ◦C while possessing 
properties similar to foamed glass or ceramics, both of which are pro-
duced at greatly elevated temperatures (above 900 ◦C). 

There are several approaches to the formation of AAFs: i) sacrificial 
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fugitives, ii) partial sintering, iii) replica templates, iv) additive 
manufacturing, v) direct foaming, and others. Within direct foaming, 
which represents the most straight-forward method of obtaining AAFs, 
air voids can be introduced to a slurry either mechanically, where the 
pre-made foam is physically incorporated into a slurry of alkali- 
activated material, or chemically, using foaming agents such as 
aluminium (Al), SiC, silicon powders, NaOCl, FeSi alloy, sodium 
perborate, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [18,20]. The latter, as used in our 
study, is an inexpensive compound, forming among others a gaseous 
product (O2) leading to void formation, meaning a highly porous ma-
terial can be obtained during the hardening stage. In order to control and 
stabilize these voids, surfactants or stabilizing agents such as sodium 
oleate, sodium dodecyl sulfate, Triton, and stearic acid, among others, 
are also incorporated into the slurry [21,22]. 

Several studies have proven that, notwithstanding the method or 
additives used in the production of AAFs, the compressive strength of 
AAFs decreases with a reduction in density, usually ranging between 1 
MPa and 10 MPa with a density of 360–1400 kg/m3 [23,24]. Ducman 
and Korat, for example, used two different foaming agents (aluminium 
powder and H2O2) and sodium silicate as activator to obtain highly 
porous structures with densities ranging between 0.61 and 1.0 g/cm3 

[21]. The resulting compressive strengths ranged from 3.3 to 4.3 MPa 
when Al powder was added compared to 2.9–9.3 MPa when H2O2 was 
used. Bai et al. developed metakaolin-based foams activated by mixture 
of K2SiO3 and KOH, using hydrogen peroxide as a foaming agent and 
various oils (sunflower, olive, vegetable, canola) as surfactants. The 
lowest density of the foams obtained was 0.37 g/cm3 and the 
compressive strength at that density was 0.3 MPa [25]. Medri et al. 
investigated lightweight composite panels, using expanded vermiculite 
as a lightweight aggregate, potassium based activator and hydrogen 
peroxide as the foaming agent. The densities ranged between 700 and 
900 kg/m3, while the average strength was approximately 2 MPa [26]. 
Hajimohammadi et al. made metakaolin-based AAFs, also using 
hydrogen peroxide as a foaming agent and sodium water glass as acti-
vator. They reported foams of density 400–550 g/cm3 with normalized 
compressive strengths between 0.2 and 0.8 MPa [27]. Using chemical 
foaming and sodium-based activator Wu et al. successfully prepared 
ultra-lightweight foamed geopolymers (UFG) based on fly-ash and 
metakaolin with densities between 150 and 300 kg/m3. Despite the low 
densities, the geopolymers exhibited relatively high compressive 
strengths of up to 2.2 MPa [28]. 

To provide further context to this study, some studies investigating 
the resistance of AAMs to harsh conditions, such as exposure to elevated 
temperatures, will be summarized. Thermal stability is a valuable per-
formance characteristic to ensure safe usage within a certain tempera-
ture range. Unlike conventional building materials such as Ordinary 
Portland cement (OPC), which irreversibly degrades in strength above 
200 ◦C due to decomposition of the main binding phases (CSH, Ca(OH)2 
and others) and water loss [29], alkali-activated materials have been 
shown to exhibit great potential as fire-resistant materials in civil en-
gineering [23,30–32]. Lahoti et al. investigated metakaolin-based geo-
polymers activated with sodium silicate activator and subjected to 
elevated temperatures and showed that all specimens (differing in the 
Si/Al molar ratio) experienced a reduction in compressive strength after 
exposure to high temperatures (up to 900 ◦C), together with poor vol-
ume stability at mesoscale with very high thermal shrinkage [33]. Fan 
et al. studied the thermo-mechanical properties of geopolymers pre-
pared using a class F fly-ash activated with potassium silicate. The re-
sults showed that, when cured under appropriate conditions, the 
geopolymer could reach good compressive strengths (over 100 MPa) as 
well as good residual strength after exposure to 500 ◦C (up to 96 MPa) 
[34]. Guerrieri et al. conducted a study on sodium-based alkali-activated 
slag pastes (AASP) and showed that they had a rapid strength loss of 
60% between 100 and 200 ◦C, 30% at 800 ◦C, and the total strength loss 
accrued at 1200 ◦C [35]. Fewer experimental results, however, were 
found concerning the thermal performance and fire resistance of foamed 

alkali-activated materials. Cheng-Yong et al. presented a comparative 
study of un-foamed and foamed geopolymers activated with sodium 
water glass after exposure to high temperatures and concluded that 
lightweight AAMs behave differently to unfoamed AAMs in terms of 
compressive strength when exposed to temperatures up to 1200 ◦C [29]. 
Zhang et al. indicated an increase in strength after exposing 
sodium-based FA-based AAMs to temperatures up to 800 ◦C [36]. 
Abdulkareem et al. on the other hand, observed an increase in the 
strength of lightweight aggregate geopolymer concrete (LWAGC) only 
up to 300 ◦C, while between 400 and 800 ◦C the strength of the material 
started to deteriorate, even though the sodium-based activators were 
used for the activation in this case [37]. Badanoiu et al. observed an 
increment in volume when they exposed glass cullet and red mud-based 
AAFs to temperatures between 600 and 800 ◦C [38]. According to 
Skvara et al. a decrease in the compressive strength of FA-based AAFs 
activated with the Na2SiO3/NaOH mixture was detected after exposure 
to temperatures up to 800 ◦C, whereas an increase in the compressive 
strength was observed after heating to 1000 ◦C due to sintering of the 
material [39]. Hlavaček et al. also reported high thermal resistance at 
elevated temperatures associated with high shrinkage and the effect of 
sintering [40]. Regarding the cation type, it has also been shown that it 
affects the incorporation of Al into the framework of geopolymer, with 
preferential incorporation of potassium into the framework [41]. Nature 
of the alkali cation also contributes to the level of reaction of the solid 
aluminosilicate source, as well as to the level of Al incorporation [42]. 
Which and to what extent phases crystallize during and after the heating 
is also a very important parameter to be observed. In the alumosilicate 
system, where potassium is used as an activator, it was reported that 
leucite crystallized as the major phase after being heated to >1000 ◦C 
what improves refractory properties [3]. Korat and Ducman [43] have 
confirmed the presence of nepheline, sodalite, tridymite, and gehlenite 
in various fly-ash based foams activated by sodium activators. 

In the present study, alkali-activated fly-ash and metakaolin-based 
foam materials were developed and characterized after curing at room 
temperature, and after firing at elevated temperatures (600, 800, 1000, 
and 1200 ◦C), to develop a material durable at high temperature. 
Analysis of samples include their mechanical properties before and after 
exposure to high temperatures, dimensional stability by dilatometric 
analysis, and thermal resistance through thermogravimetric and differ-
ential thermal analysis (TG/DTA) coupled with mass spectrometry (MS). 
Furthermore, mineralogical and microstructural changes were followed 
by means of XRD, FTIR, and SEM. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Two types of precursors were used for the preparation of AAFs, 
namely fly-ash (FA) obtained from a Slovenian thermal plant and met-
akaolin (MK) produced by Argeco. Two types of water glass were used as 
activators – sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) Crystal 0112 produced by Ten-
nants distribution, Ltd., and potassium silicate (K2SiO3) Betol K 5020 T 
produced by Woellner Austria GmbH. The compositions of each are 
presented in Table 1. Additionally, NaOH and KOH water solutions 
(both produced by Donau Chemie, 41.7 mass % water solutions) were 
used as activators. A 30% hydrogen peroxide solution (produced by 
Carlo Erba Reagents) was used as a foaming agent and sodium dodecyl 

Table 1 
Composition of the 2 types of water glass used for the preparation of AAFs (in 
mass %).   

Na2SiO3 K2SiO3 

SiO2 30.4 30.1 
Na2O or K2O 15.4 18.5 
H2O 54.2 51.4  
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sulfate (produced by Acros organics) as a surfactant. 

2.2. Composition of precursors 

Firstly, both types of precursors were fully characterized in order to 
determine their suitability for the alkali-activation process. XRD analysis 
confirmed that fly-ash (FA) comprised over 70% amorphous phase, 
making it suitable for the alkali-activation process, and the presence of 
several mineral phases including quartz, mullite, gehlenite, anorthite, 
anhydrite, hematite, and magnesioferrite (Fig. 1). The presence of alu-
mosilicates was also shown through chemical analysis, which proved 
over 44% of SiO2 and almost 33% of Al2O3 (Table 2) [44]. The main 
crystalline phase confirmed in the second precursor (metakaolin, MK) 
was quartz (Fig. 1) with almost 60% being an amorphous phase. In the 
case of MK, the quantities of SiO2 and Al2O3 were even higher (68 and 
25%, respectively), meaning that both precursors exhibit good suit-
ability for alkali-activation. The FTIR spectrum of each precursor is 
shown in Fig. 2 and reveals that the major band corresponding to the 
asymmetric stretching vibration of the Si–O–Si and Si–O–Al bonds lies at 
988 and 1057 cm− 1 for FA and MK, respectively. In the MK spectrum, 
three minor peaks at 797, 780, and 690 cm− 1 are also present. The peaks 
near 800 cm− 1 could be attributed to the O–Al–O bending vibrations of 
AlO4 tetrahedra [45]. The difference between the two precursors is also 
evident from the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (Fig. 3). 
In the case of FA, the particles are generally spherically shaped with a 
diameter ranging from below 1 μm up to 20 μm (Fig. 3a), whereas the 

MK exhibits finer plate-like particles ranging from below 100 nm up to 
about 1 μm (Fig. 3b). 

2.3. Preparation of the AAFs 

Following analysis of the source material, 8 different AAF samples 
were prepared consisting of varying fly-ash/metakaolin ratios and using 
different types (sodium- or potassium-based) of activator, as detailed in 
Table 3. The development of different fly-ash alkali-activated dense 
materials and corresponding foams has been described in previous 
studies, from which the optimal two mixtures (1Na and 1K) were 
adopted in the present paper for further development [44,46]. All 
lightweight AAFs were therefore foamed with 1 mass % of H2O2 and 
pores were stabilized with the addition of 1 mass % of sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) as a surfactant. The fresh foamed pastes were poured into 
20 × 20 × 80 mm3 moulds and cured at 70 ◦C for 3 days. After 3 days of 
curing the mechanical strengths were determined (Table S1 and Figs. 5 
and 6, samples designated as R.T.). The hardened AAFs were then 
exposed to elevated temperatures (600, 800, 1000 and 1200 ◦C) in order 
to study their dimensional stability, thermal resistance properties as well 
as their mechanical and microstructural properties after the heat 
treatment. 

2.4. Characterization methods 

The chemical composition of the precursors was determined using a 

Fig. 1. X-ray diffractograms of fly-ash (FA) and metakaolin (MK).  

Table 2 
Chemical composition of precursors used for the preparation of AAFs (in mass %; n.d. = not detected).   

LOI Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3 K2O CaO Fe2O3 OTH 

Fly-ash 0.51 1.19 2.80 22.98 44.82 0.36 0.77 2.20 12.38 10.65 1.34 
Metakaolin 2.14 n.d. 0.18 25.30 68.12 0.04 n.d. 0.17 0.43 2.20 1.39  
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Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (WD XRF) analyzer (Thermo 
Scientific ARL Perform X). The loss on ignition (LOI) of the precursors 
was determined by the standard method [47]. 

The mechanical strength (compressive strength) was determined 
after three days using Toninorm equipment (Toni Technik, Germany; 
force application rate of 0.05 kN/s) by the standard method [48]. The 

reported strength measurement values represent the average results 
obtained from four test specimens of dimensions (20 × 20 × 80) mm3. 

The density of all AAFs was determined by weighing the individual 
foams and dividing the thus determined weights by the corresponding 
dimensions of the specimens (i.e. the so called geometrical density). 

XRD analysis was determined using a PANalytical Empyrean X ray 

Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of fly-ash (FA) and metakaolin (MK).  

Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a) FA and b) MK.  
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diffractometer with CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) at a voltage of 45 kV 
and a current of 40 mA, in the 2θ range from 5◦ to 80◦ (scan rate =
0.026◦/min). Data was then analysed with X’Pert High Score Plus 
diffraction software (PANalytical), using the database PDF 4 + 2015 
RDB powder diffraction files. For the amorphous phase determination 
Rietveld refinement was performed by X’Pert High Score Plus diffraction 

software, using Al2O3 as an external standard. 
Dilatometric analysis was performed using a Dilatometer Netzsch 

DIL 402 up to 1000 ◦C at a heating rate of 5◦/min. 
The AAFs investigated were subjected to thermal exposure using a 

Protherm furnace fired to 600, 800, 1000 and 1200 ◦C at a heating rate 
of 600 ◦C/h and dwelling time of 20 min at any selected temperature. 

Table 3 
List of compositions of the different AAFs prepared for the study (all in mass %).  

Sample designation FA MK Na2SiO3 K2SiO3 NaOH KOH H2O2 SDS % H2O 

1Na 69.0 / 23.5 / 5.5 / 1.0 1.0 16.0 
2Na 51.7 17.3 
3Na 43.0 26.0 
4Na 34.5 34.5 
1K 66.9 / / 28.9 / 2.1 1.0 1.0 16.7 
2K 50.2 16.7 
3K 41.8 25.1 
4K 33.5 33.5  

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the density of each specimen.  

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the compressive strength of sodium-based specimens before and after exposure to high temperatures (R.T. = room temperature or 
no exposure). 
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The thermal behaviour of the cured samples was determined by TGA 
and DTA using a Netzsch Jupiter 449 simultaneous thermal analysis 
instrument coupled with a mass spectrometer (LC/MS) (Netzsch QMS 
403 C Aëolos quadrupole). The analysis was performed in air from 38 to 
1100 ◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min using an Al2O3 crucible with a lid. 

The evolution of H2O and CO2 were monitored by m/z fragments of 18 
and 44, respectively. 

Infrared spectra of the hardened AAFs (unexposed and exposed to 
elevated temperatures) were recorded using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 
Two FTIR spectrometer equipped with diamond/ZnSe crystal- 

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the compressive strength of potassium-based specimens before and after exposure to high temperatures (R.T. = room temperature 
or no exposure). 

Fig. 7. Macro-images of Na-based samples – unexposed (R.T.) and exposed to elevated temperatures (600, 800, 1000 and 1200 ◦C).  

Fig. 8. Macro-images of K-based samples – unexposed (R.T.) and exposed to elevated temperatures (600, 800, 1000 and 1200 ◦C).  
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attenuated total reflection (Universal ATR) as a solid sample support in 
the range 450–4000 cm− 1 and a resolution of 1 cm− 1. The hardened 
AAFs were ground prior to analysis. 

Microstructural analysis of the precursor and the cross-sections of the 
hardened and polished AAFs was performed by an Ultra plus FESEM 
(Carl Zeiss, Germany), with secondary electrons image mode in a high 
vacuum with the acceleration voltage of 5 kV, magnification of 120×
and working distance 5 mm. Prior to SEM scanning, the samples were 
vacuum-dried and sputter-coated with a 5 nm thick layer of gold. 

Figs. 7 and 8 were taken before and after the high-temperature 
exposure with Cannon SX620 HS and processed with CorelDRAW X8 
program. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Mechanical properties of the hardened AAFs 

Graphical presentations of the absolute densities are shown on Fig. 4 
and compressive strengths on Figs. 5 and 6. Additionally, the absolute 
and relative mechanical properties and densities of the unexposed 
(designated as R.T.) and fired samples are given in Table S1. In a system 
activated by sodium activators, it can be observed that the compressive 

strength of the unexposed samples ranges between 1.24 and 2.55 MPa 
and the density between 0.55 and 0.63 g/cm3. The higher values of 
compressive strength are, however, attributed to the greater addition of 
metakaolin to the mixture. The addition of metakaolin has therefore 
contributed to the compressive strength gain in samples 2Na, 3Na and 
4Na - 75, 84 and 106% respectively - which is in line with the increased 
quantity of metakaolin (respectively 17, 25 and 33 mass %) added to the 
mixture. After exposure to 600 ◦C there is a drop in the compressive 
strength of all samples (to 45, 85, 86 and 53% for samples 1Na, 2Na, 3Na 
and 4Na, respectively). The drop in compressive strength is greater with 
a bigger decrease in density (an 88% decrease in density resulted in 
strength losses of 46 and 53% for specimens 1Na and 4Na, respectively). 
In our case, it is probably the consequence of several influencing factors. 
After firing up to 1000 ◦C the compressive strength of all specimens 
increases (from 143 to 300%), even though the densities change by a 
maximum of 10%. This could also be explained by the occurrence of the 
new crystalline phase (nepheline, Figs. 13 and 14). When fired up to 
1200 ◦C a significant increase in density is observed in all samples (max. 
235% for specimen 4Na) as a result of the vitrification process and 
consequently accompanied by a notable increase in compressive 
strength (compressive strength is 45 times greater in specimen 1Na). 
Even though the sample with the highest amount of metakaolin added 

Fig. 9. SEM micrographs at magnification of 120× of selected AAFs before and after exposure to high temperatures.  
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(specimen 4Na) gained the highest density, the lowest compressive 
strength at that temperature was exhibited at the same time, confirming 
the thesis proposed by Kong et al. [15]. They concluded that 
metakaolin-based alkali-activated materials are more fragile than 
fly-ash based systems when exposed to elevated temperatures. 

In the system with potassium activators, compressive strengths are 
higher than in the sodium-based system, ranging between 2.94 and 5.12 
MPa. This is partly as a result of the generally higher densities, namely 
0.92, 0.75, 0.76 and 0.90 g/cm3 for specimens 1K, 2K, 3K and 4K, 
respectively (Fig. 4). Again an increment in compressive strength is 
noticed in line with the increased addition of metakaolin (except in the 
case of the 3K sample). After firing to 600 ◦C a decrease in compressive 
strength (resulting in between 69 and 82% of initial strength) is also 
observed for all the potassium-based samples, most probably for the 
same reason as in the case of the sodium-based samples. Further firing 
similarly contributed to sample densification, an improvement in me-
chanical properties, and new crystalline phases that could contribute to 
the increase in strength are also observed here (Figs. 14 and 15). Con-
trary to the sodium-based system, in the case of the potassium-based 
system, the highest compressive strength after exposure to 1200 ◦C 
was measured in the 4 k specimen, to which the highest amount of 
metakaolin had been added. Potassium-based samples, however, 
generally exhibit lower densities (Fig. 4) and thus lesser mechanical 
properties at that temperature compared to sodium-based specimens, 
due to improved resistance to high temperatures and their less sinterable 
nature, as demonstrated later in the paper. 

3.2. Microstructural analysis 

The sodium- and potassium-based AAFs before and after exposure to 
elevated temperatures are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The change in colour 
from greyish to brownish is observed for both types of sample after 
exposure to temperatures of 800 ◦C and above [43]. It is also evident 
that shrinkage is greatest in the case of sodium-based samples exposed to 
1200 ◦C, where the consequences of the vitrification process on the 
material are also visible. 

To provide further insight into the structure of the AAFs, SEM was 
utilised to attain cross-sectional micrographs of the selected boundary 
specimens before and after exposure to elevated temperatures (Fig. 9). 
Before exposure to an elevated temperature, the fly-ash based samples 
(1Na and 1K) have a porous microstructure with clearly developed 

circular pores, which are evenly distributed and connected to one other. 
Contrarily, the addition of fine metakaolin (4Na and 4K) to the mixture 
affects the pore structure, making them become more disordered. They 
exhibit high structural heterogeneity whilst containing hardly any 
rounded pores. In both cases, however, numerous unreacted fly-ash 
particles integrated within the AAM skeleton are also observed. The 
micrographs of specimens exposed to 800 ◦C reveal no significant dif-
ferences compared to those of specimens before exposure. Contrarily, 
after exposure to 1200 ◦C, a transformation in the microstructure is 
evident in both sample types as a result of the vitrification process. The 
sodium-based AAFs, however, look more compact (more dense) with 
fewer pores, as supported by the density measurements (sodium-based 
AAFs are denser than potassium-based AAFs; see Table S1). Viscous 
sintering is responsible for the collapse of nano-pores, stronger inter- 
particle bonding, healing micro-cracks and densification of the matrix 
[10,15], as also observed in this study. Potassium-based AAFs, on the 
other hand, showed less of a “denser texture” compared to sodium-based 
AAFs, since potassium-based AAFs are more resilient to densification 
due to an increased strength of Al–O bonds in the presence of potassium 
compared to sodium [49]. Furthermore, it is also generally known that, 
because they are bigger, potassium cations have significantly lower 
diffusivity than sodium cations. Materials containing potassium there-
fore exhibit a less sinterable nature than identical materials containing 
sodium. 

3.3. Dilatometry analysis 

Materials tend to expand or shrink when subjected to elevated 
temperatures; therefore the thermal deformation characteristics of 
alkali-activated materials are of particular importance when evaluating 
their potential for high temperature applications. This can be measured 
ex-situ through dimensional measurements or in-situ using techniques 
such as dilatometry. Dilatometry is a traditional method used to pre-
cisely measure dimensional changes of a material as a function of tem-
perature [50]. 

Generally examining the thermal deformation shown in Fig. 10, it 
can be noted that the thermal deformation characteristics of the speci-
mens studied could be divided into four notable temperature regions 
with regard to the extent of deformation. In the first region (25–200 ◦C) 
small dimensional changes occur, which could be attributed to the 
dehydration of free and weakly bound water given that samples were 

Fig. 10. Thermal deformation characteristics of AAFs observed using a dilatometer.  
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not dried in an oven before the dilatometry test. The shrinkage in this 
region is most obvious in the case of the 1K specimen and also observed 
in all the sodium-based AAFs. The second region, between 200 ◦C and 
600 ◦C, is similar for all eight specimens with only minor changes in 
dimension being observed. The third and fourth regions vary between 
sodium and potassium-based foams. For sodium-based AAFs the third 
region occurs between 600 and approximately 850 ◦C and consists of 
remarkable shrinkage corresponding to the glass transition temperature. 
The reaction products and the pore structure of the samples collapse at 

the glass transition temperature, at which point the Si–O–Al framework 
softens and a sintering process takes place [51,52]. At temperatures 
above 850 ◦C (the fourth region) again only small dimensional changes 
are observed. The third region for potassium-based AAFs is between 600 
and 800 ◦C, where a slight expansion of the material is observed, fol-
lowed by a region above 800 ◦C, where densification and sintering take 
place. 

The results also show that the least thermal deformation occurred in 
the case of the 4K specimen, while the 1Na specimen exhibited the most. 

Fig. 11. Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis (TG-DTA) coupled with mass-spectrometry (MS) of sodium-based (A) and potassium-based (B) AAFs 
(mass loss: a) and b); heat flow: c) and d); ion current signal relative to water and carbon dioxide: e) and f)). 
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Lahoti et al. also concluded that potassium-based foams generally un-
dergo minor thermal deformation in comparison to sodium-based foams 
[53]. It could also be concluded that the addition of metakaolin en-
hances the material’s resistance to high temperatures since almost all 
the specimens containing metakaolin (except specimen 3K) underwent 
lower thermal shrinkage than specimens containing only fly-ash (1Na 
and 1K). The positive effect of adding metakaolin to the AAFs is further 
reflected by the temperature at which the material starts to significantly 
shrink (sinter). Sodium-based AAFs without metakaolin start to shrink at 
about 600 ◦C (1Na), whereas specimens with metakaolin added do not 
start to shrink until about 700 ◦C. A similar trend is also observed in the 
potassium-based AAFs, where the 1K specimen starts to shrink at about 
800 ◦C while specimens containing metakaolin don’t start to shrink until 
about 900 ◦C. Overall it could be concluded that both the type of cation, 
as well as the addition of metakaolin, can greatly affect the materials’ 
resistance properties to high temperature. By selecting appropriate 
precursors and activators, shrinking commenced at a 300 ◦C higher 
temperature, and total shrinkage was reduced by 7%. Further, potas-
sium as cation type seems to have double role from the point of view of 
the mechanism. Firstly, it prevent sample from higher shrinkage since it 
is bigger cation in comparison to sodium [54]. And secondly, together 
with the metakaolin addition, it influences the Si/Al/K ratio in the final 
composition to be more close to the leucite composition, and thus 
improving refractory properties by forming thereof at elevated tem-
peratures. Leucite phase transition and thermal expansion has already 
been studied in details elsewhere [55] and authors concluded that both 
parameters were found to be highly tailorable by controlling alkali 
cation stoichiometry. To add, higher Si/Al ratio, which was in our case 
attained by the metakaolin addition (content of the SiO2 in the FA and 
MK is 44.8 and 68.1, respectively, as seen from Table 2) has already been 
recognised as a strong influencing parameter on the behaviour of AAMs 
at high temperatures. The extent of crystallization decreases with the 
increasing Si/Al ratio (t.i. the amount of amorphous content that 

crystallises). Directly connected to that is the onset temperature of the 
crystallization, which also increases with the Si/Al ratio and in general 
terms it could be concluded that the higher Si/Al ratio is leading to 
greater phase stability of the AAMs paste during the high temperature 
exposure [56,57]. 

3.4. TG-DTA and MS analysis 

The behaviour during thermal treatment was studied by thermal 
analysis coupled with mass spectrometry. The evolution of mass loss, 
heat flow, and signal mass m/z 18 (H2O) and m/z 44 (CO2) are plotted as 
a function of temperature from 38 ◦C to 1100 ◦C (Fig. 11). No signals 
other than those related to water and carbon dioxide were detected 
during the analysis. Comparing the plots for mass loss the first main 
difference observed is the variation between each sample. After heat 
treatment at 1000 ◦C the mass loss of the sodium-based foams (Fig. 11a) 
was between 5.7 and 6.6%, compared to a variation of 4.0–5.6% in the 
potassium-based foams (Fig. 11b). Since the water content present in the 
initial reactive mixture (Table 2) was very similar in both cases (16.0 
and 16.7%, respectively), the difference in mass loss could not be 
associated with the difference in water consumption during the foam 
formation at 70 ◦C, as has been reported in other studies [58]. Even 
though some differences in mass loss exist between samples, on the other 
hand, there are similarities in the DTA and MS plots. In all samples, we 
can observe one endothermic peak around 140 ◦C and two exothermic 
peaks at around 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C. All three peaks are accompanied by 
the detection of the signal m/z 18, corresponding to H2O molecules, 
which shows the loss of water, and of the signal m/z 44, corresponding 
to CO2. In inorganic materials, such as alkali-activated materials, water 
can be found in three main forms: (i) hygroscopic (free) water, which is 
removed at rising temperatures of up to 120 ◦C (ii) physically bonded 
water, removed between 120 and 300 ◦C [59,60], and (iii) chemically 
bound water, which starts to be removed when the temperatures exceed 

Fig. 12. X-ray diffractograms of sample 1Na exposed to room and elevated temperatures.  
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Fig. 13. X-ray diffractograms of sample 4Na exposed to room and elevated temperatures.  

Fig. 14. X-ray diffractograms of sample 1K exposed to room and elevated temperatures.  
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300 ◦C. The first peak in our case could therefore indicate the evapo-
ration of crystallization water and the second one absorbed water in the 
aluminosilicate gel phase (water from hydrogels). The peaks in the DTA 
curve correspond to the decomposition of metal and –OH group com-
pounds (acids, basics and neutral compounds such as Si(OH)4, Fe(OH)3, 
NaOH, KOH, Al(OH)3) [60]. In our case this is the peak at around 400 ◦C. 
In the case of sodium-based foams, the DTA curves show a more intense 
signal, together with a higher number of H2O molecules on MS spectra, 
compliant with a greater mass loss as well as greater thermal shrinkage, 
as shown in Fig. 10. Additionally, the m/z 44 signal, corresponding to 
CO2, could be attributed to the organic part, which could either have 
been incorporated into the fresh mix through the addition of a surfactant 
(sodium dodecyl sulfate - SDS) or was found in the precursor itself (LOI 
were 0.51 and 2.14% for FA and MK, respectively; see Table 3). 

3.5. Mineralogical analysis 

Material characterization techniques, namely XRD and FTIR, were 
used to obtain a better understanding of the possible transformations 
which could have taken place to lead to the diversity of mechanical 
properties. Due to a large number of samples, only boundary composi-
tions (1Na, 4Na, 1K, and 4K) will be presented, but similar observations 
were seen in all specimens studied. Firstly, the results of the XRD 
analysis of selected specimens before and after exposure to elevated 
temperatures are shown as stacked plots (Figs. 12–15). The main crys-
talline phases identified in the precursors, such as quartz and hematite, 
were also found in the unexposed AAFs. These phases were present in all 
samples, regardless of the precursor used for the alkali-activation pro-
cess, whereas anorthite was present only in the AAFs in which fly-ash 
was used as a precursor. Hematite and anorthite, for example, were 
barely affected by either the alkali-activation process or exposure to a 
high temperature (given their melting points of approximately 1565 and 
1553 ◦C, respectively), so they can therefore also be observed in the 
spectra of specimens exposed to 1200 ◦C. Moreover, the peak intensity of 

the hematite phase even increases with an increased temperature, 
probably due to its recrystallization from the amorphous iron in fly-ash 
[61]. Quartz, on the other hand, remains stable up to 1200 ◦C in AAFs 
where both precursors are present (FA and MK; specimens 4Na and 4K), 
while in the specimens where only fly-ash was used as the precursor 
(specimens 1Na and 1K) the peaks for quartz disappeared at 1200 ◦C. 
That could be due to the increased presence of free alkalis in the fly-ash 
based AAFs (where less Si is available for the alkali-activation process), 
which can dissolute/melt the quartz in the AAM matrix at lower tem-
peratures, since alkalis are known to contribute to the eutectic melting 
of quartz [60]. A similar decrease in quartz intensity was also observed 
by He et al. [62], although in their study the dissolution of quartz first 
appeared at exposure to 1000 ◦C for 120 min, which is significantly 
longer than in our case (20 min). Another possible explanation for the 
decrease in quartz intensity would also be its transformation to tridy-
mite, also observed by Korat and Ducman [43], but in our case, the 
peaks for tridymite could not be proven without a doubt. 

Sodium-based AAFs maintain their thermal stability up to 800 ◦C, 
with respect to mineralogical content, since no significant changes are 
observed in the phase compositions for either specimen (1Na and 4Na). 
The first major changes are therefore observed at exposure to 1000 ◦C, 
where a new phase starts to crystalize into nepheline (NaAlSiO4), as 
expected and previously found in the literature [63]. The high temper-
ature phase nepheline is also reported to improve the thermal resistance 
of the alkali-activated materials, due to its high melting point [61]. It 
can be seen from the XRD pattern that, due to the presence of silicon 
dioxide, nepheline is no longer stable at 1200 ◦C therefore feldspars will 
form which vary according to the amount of calcium available [64]. In 
both specimens, anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8) is formed. In the case of the 1Na 
specimen, where a higher amount of Ca is available, as well as sufficient 
Al2O3 content, the formation of diopside (MgCaSi2O6) is also observed 
[65]. Potassium-based AAFs, on the other hand, maintain higher ther-
mal stability up to 1000 ◦C. The major changes are therefore observed at 
1200 ◦C, where new phases start to crystalize into leucite (AlKSi2O6) as 

Fig. 15. X-ray diffractograms of the 4K sample exposed to room and elevated temperatures.  
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Fig. 16. FTIR spectra of 1Na, 4Na, 1K and 4K specimens exposed to room and elevated temperatures.  
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the predominant phase (similar findings were found also by Bell et al. 
[3]) together with anorthite and augite ((Ca,Na) (Mg,Fe,Al,Ti) (Si, 
Al)2O6). 

3.6. FTIR analysis 

FTIR analysis was performed in order to confirm the hypothesis that 
the formation of a crystalline phase will induce modification of the 
network and therefore also modify the bond vibrations in materials, as 
reflected by changes in the IR spectra [66]. Fig. 16 shows the FTIR 
spectra of the original alkali-activated matrix before (denoted as R.T.) 
and after exposure to elevated temperatures for selected boundary 
specimens (1Na, 4Na, 1K, and 4K). It can be noted that the main band for 
asymmetric stretching of the T–O–T bond (where T is Si or Al) in all four 
spectra of selected alkali-activated foams is 981, 982, 973, and 1006 
cm− 1 for 1Na, 4Na, 1K and 4K, respectively, and that it is different to the 
main band observed in the spectra of the initial precursors (see Fig. 2; 
1057 and 988 for MK and FA, respectively). Similar shifts have been 
observed previously by Lahoti et al. [33]. In three of the selected AAFs, 
due to exposure to 600 ◦C, the main asymmetric stretching band showed 
only slight broadening and a minor shift in the peak position, suggesting 
chemical stability that is also consistent with the XRD observations. The 
broadening of the main bond band, however, was observed due to the 
structural disorder caused by the heating of the material. It can also be 
observed that the broadening of the band is not as obvious in 
potassium-based AAFs compared to sodium-based foams, as was also 
observed by Lahoti et al. [53]. This is because sodium-based AAFs 
experienced higher structural disorder caused by evaporation of physi-
cally bonded water, together with the sintering process (also shown in 
sections 3.3 and 3.7), whereas the sintering process in potassium-based 
AAFs takes place at much higher temperatures. Contrarily, after expo-
sure to 800 ◦C, the difference in the position of the main peak is more 
noticeable, even though no new crystalline phases are observed in the 
XRD spectra of selected specimens at that temperature. The change in 
the IR spectra could therefore be a consequence of a change in the 
amorphous phase of a matrix. The biggest shift in the main band peak 
(948, 978, 957, and 977 cm− 1 for 1Na, 4Na, 1K, and 4K, respectively) is 
observed after exposure to 1200 ◦C, indicating bigger changes in the 
alkali-activated network as well as the occurrence of new crystalline 
phases. The presence of a shoulder around 1100 cm− 1 can be noted on 
some spectra (4Na and 1K) and is attributed to a Si–O–Si bond in 
amorphous silica, indicating a residual presence of the precursor [58]. 
The bands around 770 and 550 cm− 1 could also be attributed to the 
presence of Si–O–Si and O–Si–O bonds in various configurations, 
constituting part of the foam network [66]. With the occurrence of new 
phases at 1000 and 1200 ◦C, new peaks are also observed in the IR 
spectra in the region between 500 and 800 cm− 1. In the literature, the 
formation of nepheline has been indicated by the appearance of peaks 
around 450 cm− 1 and 690 cm− 1, and a shoulder at 1080 cm− 1, as could 
also be argued in our case for the 1Na and 4Na specimens [33]. 

Interesting phenomena are observed in the region between 1400 and 
1650 cm− 1, where two weak bands are observed in all specimens before 
heat treatment (only in the spectra of the 4Na specimen the peak at 
around 1400 cm− 1 is not observed, probably due to the poor signal to 
noise ratio). The first band at approximately 1650 cm− 1 is attributed to 
the H–O–H bending vibrations in the water and the second, at approx-
imately 1400 cm− 1, to the vibrating modes of the CO3

2− contained in 
CaCO3. Both peaks in the IR spectra of specimens disappear when 
treated at 600 ◦C (and higher), suggesting that water and CO2 are 
released during the heat treatment, as was also proven by the TG-DTA 
coupled with MS analysis (Fig. 11). 

4. Conclusions 

In order to improve the thermal stability of alkali-activated foams, 
fly-ash based foams have been optimized by adding metakaolin, and 

changing the activator from sodium-based components to potassium- 
based components. The following conclusions can be drawn:  

− The addition of metakaolin, as well as a change in activator type, has 
a significant impact on the mechanical properties of the foams. In 
both systems, the mechanical strength increases when the amount of 
metakaolin added to the mixture is increased (with one exception – 
specimen 3K). Generally, better mechanical strength is achieved in 
the potassium-based systems (also due to the higher densities), 
except when samples are exposed to 1200 ◦C at which point the 
better properties of resistance to high temperature and less sinterable 
nature of the potassium-based samples take priority.  

− Samples containing only fly-ash content (1Na and 1K) have a porous 
microstructure with round pores, which becomes more distorted 
with the addition of metakaolin. In both sample types, a trans-
formation in the microstructure is evident after exposure to 1200 ◦C, 
due to the vitrification process – the structure looks more compact 
(smoother) with fewer pores.  

− The addition of metakaolin and change of activator to potassium- 
based components caused an overall increase in the thermal resis-
tance of approximately 300 ◦C (thermal stability from 600 ◦C for 
sodium-based fly-ash foams, to 900 ◦C for potassium-based fly-ash 
foams with the addition of metakaolin).  

− Microstructural evaluation by XRD revealed the occurrence of 
nepheline as a new crystalline phase at 1000 ◦C in the case of the 
sodium-based foams, whereas potassium-based foams showed higher 
thermal stability and thus the occurrence of new phases only at 
1200 ◦C (leucite as the predominant phase together with anorthite 
and augite). FTIR analysis, on the other hand, revealed that the 
significant difference of the main peak position is observed once 
exposed to 800 ◦C, meaning that a change in the amorphous phase of 
a matrix starts even before the occurrence of new phases. 

The present results confirmed that the properties of such foams make 
them suitable for potential applications up to 800 ◦C, potentially 
replacing competitive materials which are being produced by less 
environmentally-favourable processes. Namely, the main benefits of 
AAFs are their utilization of waste and the application of a low tem-
perature process, which together lowers the production costs, saves 
virgin raw materials, and lowers the carbon footprint. 
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